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2014 NW Solar Summit
BRIGHT WATER ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION CENTER

FRIDAY  May 2, 2014
5:00 to 6:00 pm Registration

6:00 to 8:00 pm Reception (appetizers & sponsored bar)

7:00 pm  Welcome 
Micheal Nelson

Remarks by Tom Starrs (VP Market Strategy & Policy, SunPower) and a few key people who cannot participate on 
Saturday (including Shannon Brock-Ellis, Puget Sound Co-operative Credit Union)

SATURDAY  May 3, 2014
8:30 to 9:00 am Registration & Breakfast

9:00 to 9:15 am  Welcome & Expectations 
Micheal Nelson

Goal: To reach consensus—which will then become 
written report (“product”)—that is a blueprint for 
the collaborative work we must do to thrive in 
2020 and beyond.

9:15 to 10:15 am  Session 1: Utilities
• Jake Wade, Net Metering Program Manager, 

Puget Sound Energy
• Jim White, Chelan PUD
• Jack B. Brautigam, Renewable Energy Program 

Manager, Seattle City Light
• Dave Warren, Energy Services Director, 

Washington Public Utility Districts 
Association

10:30 to 11:30 am  Session 2: Installers
• Jeremy Smithson, Solar Installers of WA/ 

Puget Sound Solar
• Jeff Randell, Power Trip Energy  

of Port Townsend
• Ellen Lamiman, Community Solar Projects, 

Okanogan County
• Jason Williams, Artisan Electric

11:35 am to 12:35 pm  Session 3: Manufacturers
• Gary Shaver, Silicon Energy
• Karl Underschuetz, Itek Energy
• Tim Bailey, Blue Frog/APS America

12:30 to 1:00 pm Lunch

1:00 to 1:30 pm Erik Poulsen
The former Chair of State House & Senate Energy 
Committees, and former Director of WA PUD 
Association will present a policy/historical overview 
of the existing incentive program.

1:35 to 2:45 pm  Session 4: Regulatory/Community

Regulatory Sector
• Tim Stearns, WA Dept of Commerce
• Chris Dymond, Northwest Energy  

Efficiency Alliance (NEEA)
• Jason Keyes, Attorney
• Gary Nordeen, Building Code Advisor, WSU

Community Sector
• Doug Howell, Coal Free NW
• Dan Auer, King County Housing Authority
• Marc Krasnowsky, Northwest Energy Coalition
• Mia Devine, NW SEED

2:45 to 5:00 pm  Setting the Solar Energy Agenda:  
2020 & Beyond

Facilitated by Jim Hills, Shoreline Community College

All attendees participate in:
• Group Discussion
• Prioritizing
• Consensus Building

Next steps: Review draft written report, give feedback

5:00 pm Adjourn: Thank you 



One Percent 
for the Sun 

Initiative
S T R A W  M A N  D R A F T

This paper is a straw man proposal and does not reflect the views or opinions of any 
of the Sponsors of the 14th Annual Solar Summit. It is intended for discussion only.

Micheal Nelson, Principal Investigator
April 22, 2014
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One Percent for the Sun Initiative

For Solar to expand and fulfill its promise as a player in Washington’s energy mix it must find new and additional 
revenues. The Solar industry has been growing steadily with an upward growth curve in Washington State since about 
the year 2000. This growth rate has been accelerating at over 30% per year. Recently portions of the environmental 
community have taken notice and are currently calling for a rapid expansion of solar projects in the State. This 
enthusiasm is good. There is much talk about taking solar in Washington to “scale”. How Washington brings solar 
to “scale”, makes all the difference. We can contract out of region for solar or we can “Do it Yourself”. Building solar 
in Washington, for Washington, builds local wealth, local employment, and a local pollution free environment. 
Contracting out creates a solar hemorrhage in our economy.

The current Washington State Cost Recovery program is entering its last five years of life. While it successfully built 
the industry we now have, it ends in 2020. Further, the program has grown cumbersome and produces confusion 
for potential participants. Originally conceived as a simple residential program, it has become a Christmas tree 
decorated by special interest groups. Outside interest groups want to add even more ornaments with provisions 
for leasing and third party ownership models. At this time the Cost Recovery Incentive program needs extensive 
pruning or replacement.

One Percent for the Sun: More Than a Slogan
“One Percent” has been used successfully for a range of public policy programs. “One Percent for the Arts” became 
public policy in Seattle, resulting in around two million dollars a year dedicated to community art every year for the 
last 40 years. Washington State Government runs a 0.5 percent for the arts program. Even private companies like 
Patagonia run One percent for the Earth programs. The public, legislators, and stake holders need an abbreviated 
language to aid in communicating complex and sometimes obtuse policy concepts. As a financing strategy One 
Percent for the Sun works. One percent for the Sun works as an ear worm. It can be spread from speaker to speaker, 
via social media, the conventional press. It has bumper sticker pithiness.

But just how much revenue can such strategies generate? To produce even a rough sketch of what revenues might 
look it is valuable to segment the markets for solar into a range opportunities.

The Societal Value of Renewables
Renewable energy projects add unique values to societies’ energy consumption patterns. Current least-cost 
methodologies fail to take these benefits into account. Utilities in Washington are currently required to prepare 
least cost plans that govern their resource acquisition. No utility operating in the state considers air quality impacts, 
transmission costs, nor the benefits of carefully siting projects. Further, the least cost planning process fails to 
consider geographic impacts. No consideration is given to where employment is created. REC’s, or renewable energy 
credits, are tradable energy certificates. Such a certificate is location neutral. REC purchases are not the only least 
cost planning tool to fail to consider location impacts. Currently a wind farm in Wyoming is treated as the same 
economic value as one in Washougal, Washington. For utility planning purposes, solar modules manufactured in 
Beijing, China are treated the same as modules from Bellingham. It is in the best interests of the State to monetize 
the societal value of renewables.
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Moving Forward with “One Percent for the Sun”
There are at least three plausible strategies for moving forward with such an initiative:

1. Get these proposals integrated into the forthcoming Governor’s Legislative re-quest package. To accomplish this, it 
would be necessary to move forward at all do speed, as the Governor’s task force will be making recommendations 
before the beginning of the next session.

2. Run each leg of “One percent for the Sun” as a separate bill during the 2015 Session. This would require drafting 
support from knowledgeable legislators.

3. Mount a State wide initiative to place “One percent for the Sun” on the 2016 ballot. This effort would be a long 
reach, requiring large amounts of capital and a major campaign.

Mapping “One Percent for the Sun“ Markets in Washington State
Segmenting the market into sectors provides opportunities to address special needs, challenges and unique issues 
associated with each market segment. It also allows flexibility in funding strategies.

Market 1: State Government
1% of Capital Budget − Revenue = $32 million per year

1% adds 6.4 MW a year or over 64 MW by 2025 at current pricing, with no additions to the States Capital budget, 
by just reallocating 1% of it.

The State cannot lend its credit to business or individuals; however it spends 3.2 billion a year on state projects 
and local government infrastructure. These projects are funded separately from the operating budget. The Capitol 
budget is funded through long term low interest bonds. Typically the Governor sends a budget proposal to the 
legislature once every two years. The Governor could propose without legislative action a budget that allocated 
1% of the Capitol budget. The State can spend its money in any way it sees fit. In order to optimize return to the 
Washington State communities, the state can require that all Capitol budget solar projects be specified using 
Washington State manufactured modules and Washington State inverters and racking, unless there is no available 
vendor. All Government projects will be deemed to be “Community Projects”, as they will be held in trust by the site 
owner for the collective benefit of all Washington Residents. Community and not for profit groups may advocate for 
particular sites by bringing value added to the installations on whatever courthouse, city hall, school, community 
college or university they choose to advocate for.

A State Government 1% program could be proposed by the Governor and included in his next capitol budget.

Market 2: Large Utility Projects
1% of Large Utility Revenues = $470 million over 10 years
Utility Scale Projects in the MW size range

A key to making 1% from utilities work is the exclusion of utilities with under 50,000 customers from participation. 
Small rural utilities have much larger relative operating costs. By not requiring small utility participation, they remain 
economically unburdened.

Large utility projects can be constructed in months instead of the years required for conventional generation, and 
enjoy economies of scale that cannot be achieved in any other market sector. No other technology has enjoyed a 
decade long downward price trajectory.
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A Joint operating agency, such as Energy Northwest is ideally located in southeast Washington, with about 4.8 peak 
sun hours annual average. Multiple utilities both public and private theoretically could construct multi megawatt 
projects in optimal resource locations. To maximize social benefit these projects must be located in Washington 
State. And built using Washington State product, a first years round of contracts would deliver 10 MW installed 
solar providing 48 MWh of power.

Alternatively, Washington’s utilities could choose to site “One Percent for the Sun” projects on sites they deem 
optimal for enhancing their transmission and distribution net-works.

To maximize the societal value of solar, utility projects could be allowed a two-for-one reduction in their “One 
Percent for the Sun” (OPS) investment requirements if Washington manufactured products are used. OPS would 
be a required element in each utilities Least Cost Plan. However this may cut the final build out by as much as 50%.

Market 3: Commercial Projects
Funded from 1% of Utility Revenues

Commercial scale solar projects have underperformed in Washington State. It is proposed that a subset of utility scale 
projects be commercial projects. At their choosing any utility may use a portion of their allocated 1% of revenues 
to partner with their commercial customers, ranging from grocery stores to shopping malls to large manufacturing 
such as Boeing. These could be roof top, parking lot covers, or whatever creative and applications that the utilities 
might find most beneficial to the utility’s and commercial customer/partner’s needs. Such utility/commercial projects 
would be eligible for the same two-for-one discounted planning requirements as large scale utility projects. Utilities 
opting to implement commercial strategies will incorporate such strategies into their Least Cost Resource Plans.

Market 4: Residential Solar
1% of Utility Use Tax = $3.8 million per year
Project size limited to the size of customer electrical service.

Washington’s current solar industry was built on the existing incentive program, and it has been a success to 
date. However, the current Renewable Cost Recovery program cannot sustain the industry. Below are some of the 
problems with the existing program:

1. The Production Cost Recovery program ends in 2020.
2. The in-state manufacturing sector is not yet mature enough to compete against off shore production. Not 

provide enough “runway” for manufacturing to mature.
3. The cost recovery program distributes opportunity to consumers unevenly. Customers served by small utilities 

are rapidly exhausting available funds while funding goes underused in large metropolitan areas.
4. The cost recovery incentive program has a geometric debt curve. When the program had few participants, very 

little of allocated state revenues were used by homeowners. As additional participants enter the program the 
cost to the state budget grows geometrically. Each year the debt obligations are compounded. In the case of 
community solar the compounding problem is effectively doubled, while resulting in 50% fewer installations 
per dollar spent. Such growth is unsustainable.

5. The current program requires the utilities to install revenue meters. This creates a growing burden for individual 
utilities as more and more customers install solar electric systems.
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Choices for the Future of Residential Solar
• We know that local manufacturing keeps money in the local economy.
• We know that local financing keeps money in the economy.
• We know that work performed by local contractors and installers keeps money in the economy.

In adopting any of the three strategies outlined below we first increase the utility use tax allocation be increased to 1%

1. Keep the existing program in place and hope the market delivers really cheap solar in the 2015-2020 time frame.
2. Extend the length of incentive payments we have by assuring payments for 10 years on systems as they are installed. 

This will result in increasing the ballooning payment obligations to the state. Without periodic reassessments 
of incentive levels, it makes waiting to install solar the preferred option, because solar technology will be less 
costly, while the incentive payments remain high.

3. Move to a “deemed savings” program similar to other conservation measures. We understand solar capabilities 
in Washington well enough that we can predict within reasonable accuracy what the resulting benefit or social 
value of solar (SVS) is from any given installation. Instead of receiving payments over time on a yearly basis, 
the system installer would be paid on completion and certification of the installation, the SVS in a lump sum. 
Alternatively this payment could be directed to the consumer, directly to Washington manufacturers, or to state 
approved Washington State lending agencies.

Under Strategy 3, the state would phase out incentives based on utility use tax credits, and replace it with a system 
that purchases the societal value of solar. This phase out would result in current system costs becoming a fixed 
expense to the state which would vanish in 2020.

Societal value of solar payments would replace the current cost recovery incentives. The societal value of solar is 
not an incentive, but rather it is a payment by the state for the social value of solar.

Option 1 for Deemed Value
Washington State could calculate this based on the Minnesota value of solar formula. However, the Minnesota 
formula looks at only the economic value of electricity and the various values solar brings to the utility as a 
distributed resource. The Minnesota method does not include societal values such as job creation. In other words 
their formula misses assigning the largest value that solar brings to the table. Their legislature chose to deal with 
that value elsewhere in other legislation.

The SVS be can be calculated using the value of solar by the Minnesota formula, times appropriate economic benefits 
multipliers for local manufacture and installation of solar systems.

Option 2 for Deemed Value
A simpler alternative for establishing a deemed value of solar would be to use the above formula to establish an 
“estimated deemed societal value of solar” We know that the value of solar must be at least the retail rate. Washington’s 
average retail rate is about nine cents. A common assumption for contracting and manufacturing is that money 
rolls over in the economy at least 1.8 times, that’s about 29 cents per kWh. Assume a 10 year bonded production 
warrantee. That amounts to an upfront purchase of the SVS payment of $2,900 per kW.
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Under either of these approaches the kWh payment would be based on the effectiveness of the system for creating 
Washington jobs. The formula might work like this:

Financed through a Washington lending institution $0.101

Installed by a Washington licensed electrical contractor $0.60
Washington laminated modules $1.30
Washington manufactured Inverter $0.60
Washington manufactured mounting system $0.15
Innovative technology bonus $0.15
Maximum purchase price of SVS per kWh installed $2.90

This could be implemented using a check list done by an inspecting authority.

Purchase of the SVS from the homeowner by the state is not an incentive but rather the purchase of quantifiable and 
significant benefits to Washington State and in doing so the state of Washington acquired any renewable energy 
credits associated with that with that installation

The Curious Case of Leasing
Leasing solar electric establishes a new class of electrical provider. In a third party ownership arrangement, the 
system owner sells kWh’s directly to the utility’s customer at a price nominally lower than the utility. The customer 
is not acquiring an asset, but must purchase the system at the end of the lease, or the leasing company will remove 
it. The apparent advantage to the customer is slightly lower utility rates for a part of their consumption.

This new class of electrical provider currently would be operating without over site by the UTC, nor by local public 
utility districts. Unlike conventional utilities, these providers of electricity have no obligation to serve. The Utility 
still has to maintain electrical service to the customer. The leasing company is parasitic competition using the 
conventional utility without compensation. Further, the leasing company is selling electricity as a commodity that 
is metered and therefore should not be counted as homeowner conservation.

Most leasing schemes use out of state technology and out of state financing. Very little is left in the local economy. 
A simple and effective way to deal with issues surrounding leasing is to require any leasing company with more 
than 25 customers to register as a utility with the UTC.

Creating Community Solar for Public Benefit
A major problem PV has in the marketplace is that it is often perceived as a plaything for people with disposable 
income. While the current community solar program was an attempt to make solar available to a wider group of 
consumers, it fails to maximize benefits to the community. It is the most expensive part of the program and serves 
utility customers with excess disposable income. A simple approach that could correct some of these differences 
is to allow collective ownership of solar electric systems by individuals or affinity groups to purchase and install 
solar electric systems on the homes of low income families. The affinity group receives the SVS payments and the 
family receives the kWh’s generated by the solar electric system.

1 Values in this column are place holders.
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The Future of Net Metering
Since the State is purchasing the SVS, the state has acquired the green tags or rec’s associated with the installation. 
The utility automatically relieves the “Minnesota” value of solar. They benefit by the customers installation. Since 
grid connected solar represents value to the utility, yet that value is too little to merit the expense of metering and/
or cash exchanges, such exchanges should be a non-metered exchange. Since the size of the system is limited by 
the electrical service, most systems will appear to the grid or utility as any other conservation measure

This should eliminate net metering as an issue on a residential scale. Small scale systems benefit the utility through 
load reduction.

Interconnection issues on a commercial or state project scale are contractual issues to be negotiated between parties.
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Notes: 



Thank you to our sponsors…

Polycrystalline silicon ($1,500)

Reception Beverage Sponsor

Amorphous silicon ($1,000)

Conference Sponsor ($4,000+)


